KITSAP TRANSIT

INVITATION FOR BIDS # KT 19-651

FOR

RICH PASSAGE HAUL OUT AND REPAIRS

EXHIBIT C

SUPPLEMENTAL BIDDER RESPONSIBILITY CRITERIA

DOCUMENTATION STATEMENTS
DOCUMENTATION STATEMENTS

*** THIS EXHIBIT SHALL ONLY BE COMPLETED POST-BID OPENING BY THE APPARENT TWO LOWEST BIDDERS***

Criterion 2.30(E) – Public Bidding Crime

Statement of Bidder certifying it has not been convicted of a crime:

I, ________________________________________________________________, an authorized representative of __________________________________________________________, a Bidder on this Project known as RICH PASSAGE 1 HAUL OUT AND REPAIRS # KT 19-651, do hereby certify and swear under penalty of perjury that __________________________________________________________ has not been convicted of a crime involving bidding on Public Works Contracts within five (5) years from the Bid submittal date on this Project.

Subscribed and sworn to this ____________ of ________________ , 20__.

Company

______________________________________________________________

Authorized Representative

______________________________________________________________

Title

Criterion 2.30(F) – Termination for Cause or Default

Statement of Bidder certifying it has not been terminated for cause or default:

I, ________________________________________________________________, an authorized representative of __________________________________________________________, a Bidder on this Project known as RICH PASSAGE 1 HAUL OUT AND REPAIRS # KT 19-651, do hereby certify and swear under penalty of perjury that __________________________________________________________ has not had a government Public Works Contract terminated for cause by a government agency within five (5) years from the Bid submittal date on this Project.

Subscribed and sworn to this ____________ of ________________ , 20__.

Company

______________________________________________________________

Authorized Representative

______________________________________________________________

Title